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Family Talk

1/01/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Dr. Ed Young Interviews Dr. James Dobson- Dr. James Dobson's touching conversation with his longtime 
friend, Pastor Ed Young. In June of 2019, Dr. Dobson appeared at Pastor Young's church for Father's Day. 
Dr. Dobson talked about the impact his dad had on his life, and illustrated why boys and girls 
desperately desire a meaningful relationship with their own fathers.

Focus on the Family

1/01/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Starting Off the New Year Right- Psychologist and best-selling author Dr. Kevin Leman shares 
encouragement to help you live up to your highest goals – by loving God with all your heart, 
surrendering fully to God’s plan for your life, and not believing lies from your past.

Family Talk

1/04/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

We've Never Been This Way Before- Dr. James Dobson speaks to that concern with Dr. R.T. Kendall, 
author of We've Never Been This Way Before. Dr. Kendall points out how America’s moral waywardness 
may have led to these many months of turmoil. Hear why we must humbly return to God.

Focus on the Family

1/04/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Giving Up Sugar, Tasting God’s Goodness- Author Wendy Speake explains how she developed a closer 
relationship with God after overcoming her sugar addiction which she had been turning to for comfort in 
the face of life’s difficulties, and challenges listeners to pursue spiritual transformation by overcoming 
their own addictions.



Family Talk

1/05/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Know Yourself, Know Your Money- Author and personal finance expert, Rachel Cruze, shares what we 
can do to get back on our feet. She and Dr. Dobson address people’s anxieties and behaviors toward 
money, and then identify biblical principles for becoming financially stable. Listen to how you and your 
family can weather this turbulent storm.

Focus on the Family

1/05/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Simple Ways to Love Your Daughter or Son (Part 1)- Authors Matt and Lisa Jacobson encourage parents 
to be intentional about loving their children and offer simple yet effective ways for doing so.

Family Talk

1/06/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Marriage with Grace and Honor- Is there tension in your marriage? Does it seem like you and your 
spouse bicker and argue about everything? This Family Talk broadcast will offer encouragement through 
Dr. Dobson’s classic interview with the late best-selling and marriage therapist Gary Smalley.

Focus on the Family

1/06/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Simple Ways to Love Your Daughter or Son (Part 2)- Authors Matt and Lisa Jacobson encourage parents 
to be intentional about loving their children and offer simple yet effective ways for doing so.

Family Talk

1/07/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Importance of the Family (Part 1)- Hear from the late Bible teacher Howard Hendricks, who lays out 
reasons why this institution is essential to the health and well-being of our nation. Through this timeless 
presentation, Professor Hendricks talks about the disappearance of the traditional home, and describes 
the negative impact that culture and even the church has had on the family.

Focus on the Family

1/07/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Managing Your Money During Uncertain Times- If your family’s struggling with the economic impact of 
the pandemic, author Deborah Pegues offers practical help, giving sound advice for lowering debt, 
saving strategically, spending wisely, and trusting God with your finances.



Family Talk

1/08/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Importance of the Family (Part 2)- Hear from the late Bible teacher Howard Hendricks, who lays out 
reasons why this institution is essential to the health and well-being of our nation. Through this timeless 
presentation, Professor Hendricks talks about the disappearance of the traditional home, and describes 
the negative impact that culture and even the church has had on the family.

Focus on the Family

1/08/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Getting Rid of Clutter in Your Home- In a discussion based on her book The Clutter-Free Home, Kathi 
Lipp offers insight into the emotional and spiritual issues that may be leading you to cling to stuff you 
don’t need, and suggests practical ways to de-clutter your home so that it becomes a place of greater 
comfort and peace.

Family Talk

1/11/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Turn Your Season Around (Part 1)- Former baseball star and World Series champion Darryl Strawberry 
had a seemingly successful life. However, the fame and fortune of being a professional athlete led to a 
very destructive and harmful lifestyle. Today Darryl talks with Dr. Tim Clinton about this dark season and 
the way God radically changed his future.

Focus on the Family

1/11/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Getting Rid of Clutter in Your Home- In a discussion based on her book The Clutter-Free Home, Kathi 
Lipp offers insight into the emotional and spiritual issues that may be leading you to cling to stuff you 
don’t need, and suggests practical ways to de-clutter your home so that it becomes a place of greater 
comfort and peace.

Family Talk

1/12/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Turn Your Season Around (Part 2)- Former baseball star and World Series champion Darryl Strawberry 
had a seemingly successful life. However, the fame and fortune of being a professional athlete led to a 
very destructive and harmful lifestyle. Today Darryl talks with Dr. Tim Clinton about this dark season and 
the way God radically changed his future.



Focus on the Family

1/12/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Finding Restoration When Love is Gone (Part 1)- What do you do if your spouse says “I don’t love you 
anymore”? Dr. David Clarke offers guidance and hope as he discusses how you can navigate a marital 
crisis and help restore lost love.

Family Talk

1/13/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

America's Coming Implosion- In order to bring down a building, demolition crews use a process called 
implosion to weaken the structure’s support systems from within. Today, Pastor Robert Jeffress explains 
how symbolically that effective form of destruction is happening to America. He walks through 3 key 
examples of our countries’ outright rejection of its Judeo-Christian roots.

Focus on the Family

1/13/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Finding Restoration When Love is Gone (Part 2)- What do you do if your spouse says “I don’t love you 
anymore”? Dr. David Clarke offers guidance and hope as he discusses how you can navigate a marital 
crisis and help restore lost love.

Family Talk

1/14/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

A Compassionate Argument for ProLife: A Dr.'s Perspective (part 1)- Family Talk's regular contributor, 
Dr.William Lile, the "Pro-life Doc," sits down with Dr. Clinton to discuss the increasing threats facing the 
pro-life movement, due to a new administration entering the White House.

Focus on the Family

1/14/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Created by God for a Purpose- Dr. Kathy Koch describes how God has utilized personal traits she used to 
dislike and channeled them into talents that have made her into the dynamic author and speaker she is 
today.

Family Talk

1/15/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

A Compassionate Argument for ProLife: A Dr.'s Perspective (Part 2)- Family Talk's regular contributor, 
Dr.William Lile, the "Pro-life Doc," sits down with Dr. Clinton to discuss the increasing threats facing the 
pro-life movement, due to a new administration entering the White House.



Focus on the Family

1/15/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Releasing Pressure From Your Life- Amy Carroll and Cheri Gregory offer hope to women who feel 
overwhelmed by the pressure of obligation and expectation, encouraging them with the reminder that 
they can find daily peace by resting in the love of God and embracing their true identity in Jesus Christ.

Family Talk

1/18/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Revival Rising (Part 1)- At nine years of age, Kim Meeder tragically became an orphan in the blink of an 
eye. On today’s Family Talk, you’ll discover how she found indescribable solace in the presence of her 
horse and learned that God loves her unconditionally.

Focus on the Family

1/18/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Offering Grace to People Different From You- In view of the heightened racial tension in our society, Dr. 
David Anderson offers insight and encouragement for how we can all help build bridges between races 
and bring peace, hope, and justice to our communities.

Family Talk

1/19/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Revival Rising (Part 2)- At nine years of age, Kim Meeder tragically became an orphan in the blink of an 
eye. On today’s Family Talk, you’ll discover how she found indescribable solace in the presence of her 
horse and learned that God loves her unconditionally.

Focus on the Family

1/19/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Holding on to Grace During an Unplanned Pregnancy- Kourtney Rea Chapman and her father, Kevin 
Rea, describe how their family was transformed following an encounter she had with God while on her 
way to an abortion clinic after her life had been turned upside down by an unplanned pregnancy.

Family Talk

1/20/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Promise Keepers: Men and Marriage in 2021- Ken Harrison and co-host Dr. Tim Clinton candidly discuss 
the lure of pornography, along with finding true intimacy with your wife, and the necessity of praying 
together as a couple.



Focus on the Family

1/20/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Using Kindness to Open Doors in the Culture- Biola University President Dr. Barry Corey sheds light on 
the Bible’s definition of kindness and describes how Christians can more effectively practice kindness in 
their daily lives.

Family Talk

1/21/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Setting a Higher Standard (Part 1)- Dr. Bill Bennett asserts that having a healthy marriage and family 
depends upon an unflinching commitment, especially when times are tough.

Focus on the Family

1/21/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

How You Can Join the Pro-Life Movement- Amy Ford offers encouragement and practical suggestions 
for becoming more involved in the pro-life movement, particularly for helping women facing an 
unplanned pregnancy who are considering abortion.

Family Talk

1/22/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Setting a Higher Standard (Part 2)- Dr. Bill Bennett asserts that having a healthy marriage and family 
depends upon an unflinching commitment, especially when times are tough.

Focus on the Family

1/22/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Choosing Life After an Adverse Diagnosis- Peter and Suzanne Guy share their inspirational story about 
refusing to lose hope for their baby girl in spite of an adverse prenatal diagnosis which led their doctors 
to recommend abortion.

Family Talk

1/25/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Biography of God (Part 1)- As a teen growing up in Southern California in the 1960s, Skip Heitzig 
strayed mightily in the haze of a lost culture. But miraculously, on his 18th birthday, he watched a Billy 
Graham crusade on TV and committed his life to Christ. Today, he is pastor of Calvary Church in 
Albuquerque. On this edition, Skip discusses his new book, Biography of God, and expands upon the two 
big questions he had long wrestled with: "Does God exist?" And if He does, "Is it possible to know Him?”



Focus on the Family

1/25/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Practical Ideas for Loving Your Wife- Radio producer and best-selling author Jay Payleitner offers 
encouragement and practical guidance for husbands to take initiative and become the kind of man their 
wives need most. He addresses topics like knowing your wife’s likes/dislikes, being a spiritual leader, 
how to avoid drifting apart, and much more.

Family Talk

1/26/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Biography of God (Part 2)- As a teen growing up in Southern California in the 1960s, Skip Heitzig 
strayed mightily in the haze of a lost culture. But miraculously, on his 18th birthday, he watched a Billy 
Graham crusade on TV and committed his life to Christ. Today, he is pastor of Calvary Church in 
Albuquerque. On this edition, Skip discusses his new book, Biography of God, and expands upon the two 
big questions he had long wrestled with: "Does God exist?" And if He does, "Is it possible to know Him?”

Focus on the Family

1/26/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

What Wives Can Do to Bless Their Marriage- Angela Mills offers wives practical suggestions for 
cultivating a thriving marriage in a discussion based on her book, Bless Your Husband: Creative Ways to 
Encourage and Love Your Man.

Family Talk

1/27/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Words of Kindness, Source of Healing- The late Florence Littauer grew up with her family in three small 
rooms behind her father's general store during the Great Depression. She vividly remembered once 
overhearing a customer tell her mother, "It's a shame there's no hope for your children!" Thankfully, 
Florence's father, who had the gift of encouragement, built her up into a great woman and world-
renowned Christian leader. Proverbs 18:21 declares that "Life and death is in the tongue." On this 
edition of Family Talk, Florence explains that our words should be like silver boxes with bows on top.

Focus on the Family

1/27/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Teacher of the Year (Part 1)- Guy Doud, recipient of the National Teacher of the Year award, recounts 
his childhood school experiences and how they helped shape his teaching career and passion for 
reaching kids.



Family Talk

1/28/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

From Survive to Thrive (Part 1)- Pastor Samuel Rodriguez describes how the world is divided into three 
types of people. Using the biblical narrative as metaphor, he believes that we are either enduring 
Egyptian bondage, wandering in the desert, or thriving in the Promised Land. Today, Pastor Sammy, 
author of From Survive to Thrive, contends that the majority of people are in perpetual survival mode. 
He challenges Christians not to be content with merely eating manna in the desert, but rather seeking 
milk and honey!

Focus on the Family

1/28/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Teacher of the Year (Part 2)- Guy Doud, recipient of the National Teacher of the Year award, recounts 
his childhood school experiences and how they helped shape his teaching career and passion for 
reaching kids.

Family Talk

1/29/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

From Survive to Thrive (Part 2)- Pastor Samuel Rodriguez describes how the world is divided into three 
types of people. Using the biblical narrative as metaphor, he believes that we are either enduring 
Egyptian bondage, wandering in the desert, or thriving in the Promised Land. Today, Pastor Sammy, 
author of From Survive to Thrive, contends that the majority of people are in perpetual survival mode. 
He challenges Christians not to be content with merely eating manna in the desert, but rather seeking 
milk and honey!

Focus on the Family

1/29/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Looking Ahead in a Divided Country- Jim Daly is joined by U.S. Senator James Lankford to reflect on the 
events of January 6, the current division in our nation, and how we might move toward unity. They 
encourage listeners to take heart during these trying times and hold fast to their faith while praying for 
our country.



February 2021

Family Talk

2/1/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Dark Agenda: The War to Destroy Christian America (Part 1)- With the inauguration of President Joe 
Biden and the Democrats taking control of both chambers of Congress, American Christians need to 
prepare for the imposition of a radical leftist agenda. Best-selling author David Horowitz, once himself 
an adherent of liberal policies, reveals why leftist doctrine is a bankrupt worldview. In his book, Dark 
Agenda: The War to Destroy Christian America, Horowitz warns that if this liberal administration is 
allowed to kill off American Judeo-Christian values, then our freedoms could be next.

Focus on the Family

2/1/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Understanding Your Child’s Love Style (Part 1)- Counselors Milan and Kay Yerkovich examine the five 
love styles parents have and how those styles also apply to children. Our guests also discuss how 
parents can work through these love styles to help their kids become healthy and secure.

Family Talk

2/2/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Dark Agenda: The War to Destroy Christian America (Part 2)- With the inauguration of President Joe 
Biden and the Democrats taking control of both chambers of Congress, American Christians need to 
prepare for the imposition of a radical leftist agenda. Best-selling author David Horowitz, once himself 
an adherent of liberal policies, reveals why leftist doctrine is a bankrupt worldview. In his book, Dark 
Agenda: The War to Destroy Christian America, Horowitz warns that if this liberal administration is 
allowed to kill off American Judeo-Christian values, then our freedoms could be next.

Focus on the Family

2/2/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Understanding Your Child’s Love Style (Part 2)- Counselors Milan and Kay Yerkovich examine the five 
love styles parents have and how those styles also apply to children. Our guests also discuss how 
parents can work through these love styles to help their kids become healthy and secure.



Family Talk

2/3/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Jesus Who Surprises (Part 1)- Dee Brestin was grieving the death of her husband of 39 years and 
feeling abandoned when she was reminded of a significant moment while attempting to nurse her 
colicky baby boy. After kicking and crying for ten minutes, he would finally calm down and latch on. Dee 
realized that, like her colicky baby, there's no reason for any of us to throw a fit—because God is right 
there.

Focus on the Family

2/3/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Mount Everest and Marriage: Braving New Heights Together- Capt. Harold and Mrs. Rachel Earls share 
their story of the challenges they experienced surrounding his quest to scale Mt. Everest, the most 
difficult of which were their marital problems. Our guests describe how dealing with those problems 
strengthened their relationship, and encourage couples to brave whatever heights they face in their 
own marriage.

Family Talk

2/4/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Jesus Who Surprises (Part 2)- Dee Brestin was grieving the death of her husband of 39 years and 
feeling abandoned when she was reminded of a significant moment while attempting to nurse her 
colicky baby boy. After kicking and crying for ten minutes, he would finally calm down and latch on. Dee 
realized that, like her colicky baby, there's no reason for any of us to throw a fit—because God is right 
there.

Focus on the Family

2/4/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Standing Strong Against the Cancel Culture- U.S. Senator Josh Hawley discusses his experiences as a 
target of ‘cancel culture’ in which his reputation is being attacked by accusations that he was involved in 
the Jan. 6 events at the U.S. Capitol. He encourages Christians to stand firm for Biblical values in the 
public arena.



Family Talk

2/5/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Fighting for Those Who Can't Fight for Themselves- Last year, 100,000 high school students with special 
needs were honored guests at a special prom called, "A Night to Shine." Today, we talk with the creative 
vision behind that special night: Heisman Trophy winner, former NFL Quarterback and New York Mets 
baseball player Tim Tebow. His new children's book, Bronco and Friends: A Party to Remember, 
illustrates that regardless of abilities or disabilities, all of God's children are special, wonderful, and 
perfectly made by our Creator.

Focus on the Family

2/5/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Nurturing Your Child’s Purpose and Passion- In a discussion based on her book God-Confident Kids, 
Cyndie Claypool de Neve offers parents guidance for raising their children to live with a faith, courage, 
and resiliency that’s borne out of a solid identity founded in Jesus Christ.

Family Talk

2/8/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Dr. Dobson on his February Newsletter: Where Do We Go from Here?- In his February newsletter 
entitled, "Where Do We Go from Here?," Dr. James Dobson underscores his frustration that the U.S. 
Supreme Court sidestepped the issue of election integrity, and that both Georgia Senate seats were won 
by leftist Democrats in that state’s January runoff election. As a result, Americans will be burdened with 
a radical agenda. His advice? Like the faithful farmer who weathers the heat and rain, we who are 
conservative Christians must continue to "stay in the field"—knowing that God gives strength to the 
weary.

Focus on the Family

2/8/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Logging Off to Focus on Your Real-Life Relationships- Author Wendy Speake describes how she grew 
closer to her spouse, her children, and God when she took a 40-day break from social media. She 
encourages listeners to consider how their own relationships would benefit from limiting their media 
consumption.

Family Talk

2/9/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Dr. Dobson on his February Newsletter: Where Do We Go from Here?- In his February newsletter 
entitled, "Where Do We Go from Here?," Dr. James Dobson underscores his frustration that the U.S. 
Supreme Court sidestepped the issue of election integrity, and that both Georgia Senate seats were won 



by leftist Democrats in that state’s January runoff election. As a result, Americans will be burdened with 
a radical agenda. His advice? Like the faithful farmer who weathers the heat and rain, we who are 
conservative Christians must continue to "stay in the field"—knowing that God gives strength to the 
weary.

Focus on the Family

2/9/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Using Your Love Language to Grow Closer to God- Dr. Gary Chapman describes how the five love 
languages can help you develop a more intimate relationship with God in a discussion based on his book 
God Speaks Your Love Language: How to Experience and Express God’s Love.

Family Talk

2/10/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Women Who Win- Many women today grapple with low self-esteem and self-confidence issues. Mary 
Crowley, author of Women Who Win, has a simple message for them: "You are designed for fulfillment. 
God has a plan for your life." If women uphold the twin goals of honoring God and serving others, Mary 
is convinced they will experience success in their family and business lives. She also emphasizes the 
biblical principle that financial blessings are to be shared and not hoarded.

Focus on the Family

2/10/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Discovering Your Child’s Unique Needs- Counselor Julie Lowe explains that, because every child is 
unique, the use of parenting formulas won’t deliver the results that moms and dads are seeking. She 
encourages parents to instead get to know each of their children as individuals, and to rely on biblically-
based wisdom for raising them.

Family Talk

2/11/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Pro-Life Legislation: What You Need to Know (Part 1)- The premise of the "Heartbeat Bill" is simple: If a 
heartbeat is detected, the baby is protected against being aborted. Janet Porter’s work on behalf of the 
unborn over the past decade has resulted in 10 states passing Heartbeat Bills into law, and they’re 
gaining in popularity. According to public opinion research from The Barna Group, 7 in 10 Americans 
now support these bills, including 86% of Republicans and 55% of Democrats. In Janet’s latest book, A 
Heartbeat Away, she predicts that the Heartbeat Bill will eventually pierce the heart of Roe v. Wade.



Focus on the Family

2/11/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Discovering Your Child’s Unique Needs- Counselor Julie Lowe explains that, because every child is 
unique, the use of parenting formulas won’t deliver the results that moms and dads are seeking. She 
encourages parents to instead get to know each of their children as individuals, and to rely on biblically-
based wisdom for raising them.

Family Talk

2/12/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Pro-Life Legislation: What You Need to Know (Part 2)- The premise of the "Heartbeat Bill" is simple: If a 
heartbeat is detected, the baby is protected against being aborted. Janet Porter’s work on behalf of the 
unborn over the past decade has resulted in 10 states passing Heartbeat Bills into law, and they’re 
gaining in popularity. According to public opinion research from The Barna Group, 7 in 10 Americans 
now support these bills, including 86% of Republicans and 55% of Democrats. In Janet’s latest book, A 
Heartbeat Away, she predicts that the Heartbeat Bill will eventually pierce the heart of Roe v. Wade.

Focus on the Family

2/12/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Adding Some Spice to Your Marriage- Pastor and author Ted Cunningham combines humor with 
practical advice for enjoying more connection and intimacy in your marriage.

Family Talk

2/15/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Love Like You Mean It (Part 1)- In Bob Lepine’s new book, Love Like You Mean It (based on 1 Corinthians 
13), he explains that patience, kindness, and humility are like marital disinfectants which help wash 
away the toxins that can build up over time.

Focus on the Family

2/15/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

A Fresh Look at Dating (Part 1)- Author Gary Thomas discusses several issues within the modern dating 
scene – character vs. romantic attraction, the neurological impact of infatuation, the idea of soulmates – 
while encouraging singles to be intentional in their pursuit of a godly spouse.



Family Talk

2/16/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Love Like You Mean It (Part 2)- In Bob Lepine’s new book, Love Like You Mean It (based on 1 Corinthians 
13), he explains that patience, kindness, and humility are like marital disinfectants which help wash 
away the toxins that can build up over time.

Focus on the Family

2/16/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

A Fresh Look at Dating (Part 2)- Author Gary Thomas discusses several issues within the modern dating 
scene – character vs. romantic attraction, the neurological impact of infatuation, the idea of soulmates – 
while encouraging singles to be intentional in their pursuit of a godly spouse.

Family Talk

2/17/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Hope of Heaven (Part 1)- Whether it’s reflecting on the loss of a loved one, or trying to explain why 
there are so many deaths on TV news, it is essential that parents equip their kids to cope by giving them 
the assurance of Heaven. Otherwise, contemplating the end of life can be a terrifying thing. In her 
beautifully illustrated book, Heaven: God’s Promise for Me, Anne Graham Lotz reminds us that our 
children and grandchildren can enjoy the peace and security that comes from knowing that Heaven can 
one day be their home when they’ve placed their trust in Jesus Christ.

Focus on the Family

2/17/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

A Fascinating Perspective on Racial Issues (Part 1)- Dr. Shelby Steele addresses racial division in 
America, examining the civil rights movement of the 1960s and comparing it to the campaign for social 
justice today. He reminds us of the importance of strong marriages and families as the solution to many 
societal ills.

Family Talk

2/18/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Hope of Heaven (Part 2)- In her beautifully illustrated book, Heaven: God’s Promise for Me, Anne 
Graham Lotz reminds us that our children and grandchildren can enjoy the peace and security that 
comes from knowing that Heaven can one day be their home when they’ve placed their trust in Jesus 
Christ.



Focus on the Family

2/18/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

A Fascinating Perspective on Racial Issues (Part 2)- Dr. Shelby Steele addresses racial division in 
America, examining the civil rights movement of the 1960s and comparing it to the campaign for social 
justice today. He reminds us of the importance of strong marriages and families as the solution to many 
societal ills.

Family Talk

2/19/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Students Standing for Life- Under the Biden administration, the pro-life movement has two urgent 
concerns. First, is the rapid expansion of the use of chemical abortifacients in the U.S., which now 
account for nearly 50 percent of all abortions. And second is the vilification, slander and censorship of 
pro-life groups on social media by "Big Tech," which label defenders of life as "hate groups"—even 
though today's youth are actually more pro-life than ever before, according to Kristan Hawkins, 
President of Students for Life of America.

Focus on the Family

2/19/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Building a Lifelong Relationship With Your Child- Author and speaker Mike Berry discusses four flawed 
approaches to parenting and how to replace them with healthy patterns so that parents can develop a 
thriving, long-term relationship with their children.

Family Talk

2/22/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Difficult and Disconnected Marriages (Part 1)- Married couples naturally long to feel connected, 
appreciated, vulnerable and intimate with each other. But the painful reality for many is that their 
difficult and emotionally-disconnected marriages have left them feeling uncertain, defensive, and self-
protective. Licensed marriage counselor Dr. Sharon May reveals how to transition from viewing your 
spouse as the problem to making your marriage a safe haven.

Focus on the Family

2/22/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Sudden Cardiac Arrest: A Survivor’s Story- With humor and candor, Pamela Christian describes how she 
suffered sudden cardiac arrest during a round of tennis with some friends. She encourages listeners to 
consider the brevity of life and settle the question of their eternal destiny by placing their faith in Jesus 
Christ.



Family Talk

2/23/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Difficult and Disconnected Marriages (Part 2)- Married couples naturally long to feel connected, 
appreciated, vulnerable and intimate with each other. But the painful reality for many is that their 
difficult and emotionally-disconnected marriages have left them feeling uncertain, defensive, and self-
protective. Licensed marriage counselor Dr. Sharon May reveals how to transition from viewing your 
spouse as the problem to making your marriage a safe haven.

Focus on the Family

2/23/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Staying Together When You Feel Like Leaving (Part 1)- Bill and Vicki Rose discuss how their marriage 
suffered in its early years as a result of substance abuse, infidelity, and an unhealthy focus on their 
careers, which led to them separating. They describe how they eventually found faith in Jesus Christ, 
which restored their relationship, and how God has sustained them.

Family Talk

2/24/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Three R's of Parenting (Part 1)- Long ago, the culture stopped listening to Grandma and her 
timeless wisdom for raising children. So today, we tend to focus too much on accomplishments, instead 
of prioritizing character development. John Rosemond, author of A Family of Value, talks about parental 
discipline, strengthening marriage, and creating a stable family by emphasizing the "three R's"–respect, 
responsibility, and resourcefulness.

Focus on the Family

2/24/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Staying Together When You Feel Like Leaving (Part 2)- Bill and Vicki Rose discuss how their marriage 
suffered in its early years as a result of substance abuse, infidelity, and an unhealthy focus on their 
careers, which led to them separating. They describe how they eventually found faith in Jesus Christ, 
which restored their relationship, and how God has sustained them.

Family Talk

2/25/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Three R's of Parenting (Part 2)- Long ago, the culture stopped listening to Grandma and her 
timeless wisdom for raising children. So today, we tend to focus too much on accomplishments, instead 
of prioritizing character development. John Rosemond, author of A Family of Value, talks about parental 
discipline, strengthening marriage, and creating a stable family by emphasizing the "three R's"–respect, 
responsibility, and resourcefulness.



Focus on the Family

2/25/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Mothers and Sons: Being a Godly Influence (Part 1)- Bill and Vicki Rose discuss how their marriage 
suffered in its early years as a result of substance abuse, infidelity, and an unhealthy focus on their 
careers, which led to them separating. They describe how they eventually found faith in Jesus Christ, 
which restored their relationship, and how God has sustained them.

Family Talk

2/26/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Destiny of Our Youth- Is the family becoming an endangered species? It is in some of America's 
inner cities. According to the National Vital Statistics Report, published by the CDC, in 2015 over 70% of 
African-American children were born out of wedlock. Of the remaining 30%, half will likely lose their 
fathers to divorce or abandonment. Former NFL player Steve Fitzhugh's passion is to reach out to and 
teach kids who are surrounded by a culture of drugs, violence, and futility—and to help them 
understand that God has an amazing plan for their lives.

Focus on the Family

2/26/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Mothers and Sons: Being a Godly Influence (Part 2)- Bill and Vicki Rose discuss how their marriage 
suffered in its early years as a result of substance abuse, infidelity, and an unhealthy focus on their 
careers, which led to them separating. They describe how they eventually found faith in Jesus Christ, 
which restored their relationship, and how God has sustained them.

Family Talk

3/1/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

We Will Not Be Silenced (Part 1)- The secular left doesn’t believe that America can be repaired. Instead, 
they say it must be destroyed and then replaced. But with what? We know that they are sympathetic to 
a "cultural Marxism" which would curb free speech, increase government control, destroy the nuclear 
family, and be hostile toward Christianity. But Dr. Erwin Lutzer, author of We Will Not Be Silenced: 
Responding Courageously to Our Culture's Assault on Christianity, urges Christians to advocate for truth 
with gentleness.



Focus on the Family

3/1/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Navigating a Toxic Culture With Your Daughter (Part 1)- Dr. Meg Meeker explains how parents can 
shape their daughter’s character and faith so that she can successfully navigate our culture’s most 
difficult challenges, which include the toxic elements associated with social media, feminism, sexual 
identity, and more.

Family Talk

3/2/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

We Will Not Be Silenced (Part 2)- The secular left doesn’t believe that America can be repaired. Instead, 
they say it must be destroyed and then replaced. But with what? We know that they are sympathetic to 
a "cultural Marxism" which would curb free speech, increase government control, destroy the nuclear 
family, and be hostile toward Christianity. But Dr. Erwin Lutzer, author of We Will Not Be Silenced: 
Responding Courageously to Our Culture's Assault on Christianity, urges Christians to advocate for truth 
with gentleness.

Focus on the Family

3/2/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Navigating a Toxic Culture With Your Daughter (Part 2)- Dr. Meg Meeker explains how parents can 
shape their daughter’s character and faith so that she can successfully navigate our culture’s most 
difficult challenges, which include the toxic elements associated with social media, feminism, sexual 
identity, and more.

Family Talk

3/3/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Joy of Good News (Part 1)- When Christian humorist Ken Davis was in high school, it was painfully 
obvious that he didn’t fit in, especially with the "popular" kids. By his own description, he had the hand-
eye coordination of a carp. But after excelling at public speaking, he learned that he could live with 
having nothing to prove because his value as a person was forever established on the cross of Jesus 
Christ. Now he wants you to have the same level of peace.



Focus on the Family

3/3/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Journeying From Tragedy to Triumph- Offering hope to those discouraged by life’s struggles, Bryan Koch 
describes how his faith in God helped him work through the devastating loss of his wife, and his own left 
leg, in a motorcycle accident, and enabled him to forgive the drunk driver who caused it.

Family Talk

3/4/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Joy of Good News (Part 2)- When Christian humorist Ken Davis was in high school, it was painfully 
obvious that he didn’t fit in, especially with the "popular" kids. By his own description, he had the hand-
eye coordination of a carp. But after excelling at public speaking, he learned that he could live with 
having nothing to prove because his value as a person was forever established on the cross of Jesus 
Christ. Now he wants you to have the same level of peace.

Focus on the Family

3/4/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Reconnecting With Your Spouse (Part 1)- If busyness, exhaustion, and distraction have caused you and 
your spouse to drift apart, listen in as Dr. Greg Smalley and his wife, Erin, offer practical suggestions for 
rekindling intimacy in a discussion based on their book Reconnected: Moving From Roommates to 
Soulmates in Your Marriage.

Family Talk

3/5/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Tribute to A Praying Mom- Fern Nichols was at her wit's end, trying to deal with a rebellious, wayward 
son. Though in despair because of Ty's worldly choices, she stayed on her knees in prayer for him. A 
former teacher and founder of Moms in Prayer International, Fern understood the power of 
Deuteronomy 3:22, which declares, "Do not be afraid; the Lord your God Himself will fight for you." 
Thankfully, Ty was transformed by her prayers and God's love, which brought him to repentance.

Focus on the Family

3/5/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Reconnecting With Your Spouse (Part 2)- If busyness, exhaustion, and distraction have caused you and 
your spouse to drift apart, listen in as Dr. Greg Smalley and his wife, Erin, offer practical suggestions for 
rekindling intimacy in a discussion based on their book Reconnected: Moving From Roommates to 
Soulmates in Your Marriage.



Family Talk

3/8/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Motivating Your Child to Learn (Part 1)- Young children have a God-inspired curiosity about the world 
around them, typically prompting a flood of questions. But with parents busier than ever, the danger is 
that we either ignore these questions or belittle them. Cheri Fuller, author of Motivating Your Kids from 
Crayons to Careers, urges parents to affirm their child's desire to learn—and, if you don't readily know 
the answer to his or her question, look it up together.

Focus on the Family

3/8/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Identifying Triggers in Your Marriage (Part 1)- Based on their book Marriage Triggers, Amber and Guy 
Lia discuss common, everyday things – from house cleaning and backseat driving to workaholism and 
lack of intimacy – which can provoke anger and tension in marriage. Our guests explain how couples can 
identify those ‘triggers’ and deal with them in a healthy way.

Family Talk

3/9/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Motivating Your Child to Learn (Part 2)- Young children have a God-inspired curiosity about the world 
around them, typically prompting a flood of questions. But with parents busier than ever, the danger is 
that we either ignore these questions or belittle them. Cheri Fuller, author of Motivating Your Kids from 
Crayons to Careers, urges parents to affirm their child's desire to learn—and, if you don't readily know 
the answer to his or her question, look it up together.

Focus on the Family

3/9/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Identifying Triggers in Your Marriage (Part 2)- Based on their book Marriage Triggers, Amber and Guy 
Lia discuss common, everyday things – from house cleaning and backseat driving to workaholism and 
lack of intimacy – which can provoke anger and tension in marriage. Our guests explain how couples can 
identify those ‘triggers’ and deal with them in a healthy way.

Family Talk

3/10/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Mom Strong (Part 1)- Between the isolation of COVID-19 and the craziness in our culture, moms today 
can feel disconnected and overwhelmed. Heidi St. John, author of Becoming MomStrong, reminds 
mothers to get into God's Word, because we can't pass along to our kids what we don't possess 
ourselves. While the world has attempted to hijack motherhood and relegate it to little more than a 
stopover on the highway of life, parents need to see this season as precious and fleeting.



Focus on the Family

3/10/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Sharing Your Faith as a Family- Pastor Kevin Harney and his wife, Sherry, discuss their experience of 
turning their home into a ‘lighthouse’ for Jesus Christ in their neighborhood, and offer simple, practical 
suggestions for how your family can minister to others in your own neighborhood and community.

Family Talk

3/11/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Mom Strong (Part 2)- Between the isolation of COVID-19 and the craziness in our culture, moms today 
can feel disconnected and overwhelmed. Heidi St. John, author of Becoming MomStrong, reminds 
mothers to get into God's Word, because we can't pass along to our kids what we don't possess 
ourselves. While the world has attempted to hijack motherhood and relegate it to little more than a 
stopover on the highway of life, parents need to see this season as precious and fleeting.

Focus on the Family

3/11/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Reigniting Your Passion for Jesus (Part 1)- For those of faith whose passion has waned over time, Kim 
Meeder will reinspire you in your relationship with Jesus Christ as she tells powerful, true stories about 
God that will spark renewed joy in your heart and encourage you to share the Gospel with others.

Family Talk

3/12/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Connecting with Your Kids in the Age of Digital Disconnection- In 2021, having the old "birds and bees" 
conversation with your kids is no longer sufficient. In this age of smartphones, you'll also need to talk 
with your teen about the dangerous world of sexting and pornography. David Eaton, founder of Axis, 
urges parents to consider giving their teens a Gabb cell phone, which can only call, text without pictures, 
and use GPS. Additionally, thanks to the Axis website, which features over 300 parent-empowering 
resources, you can develop an ongoing conversation to connect with your teen's mind and heart.

Focus on the Family

3/12/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Reigniting Your Passion for Jesus (Part 2)- For those of faith whose passion has waned over time, Kim 
Meeder will reinspire you in your relationship with Jesus Christ as she tells powerful, true stories about 
God that will spark renewed joy in your heart and encourage you to share the Gospel with others.



Family Talk

3/15/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Stages of A Woman (Part 1)- If you are a woman in your late 30's or early 40's, you may be experiencing 
a sense of general uneasiness, low self-worth and possibly even a withdrawal from some of the activities 
you once enjoyed. The late author Jean Lush had a good explanation: you likely could be 
premenopausal. In addition to any necessary medical treatment, she assures you that God will give you 
the grace you need to survive this season of change.

Focus on the Family

3/15/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Finding Peace of Mind in Christ- Duck Dynasty star and author Phil Robertson discusses his colorful past 
as a (self-described) “scumbag” and “beer joint” owner who sought out worldly pleasures at the 
expense of his young family, and describes how his relationship with Jesus Christ has transformed his 
life.

Family Talk

3/16/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Stages of A Woman (Part 2)- If you are a woman in your late 30's or early 40's, you may be experiencing 
a sense of general uneasiness, low self-worth and possibly even a withdrawal from some of the activities 
you once enjoyed. The late author Jean Lush had a good explanation: you likely could be 
premenopausal. In addition to any necessary medical treatment, she assures you that God will give you 
the grace you need to survive this season of change.

Focus on the Family

3/16/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Holding on to Hope During Separation (Part 1)- Best-selling author Dr. Gary Chapman offers struggling 
couples guidance and hope for healing their marriage in a discussion based on his book One More Try: 
What to Do When Your Marriage is Falling Apart.

Family Talk

3/17/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Hope for This Present Crisis (Part 1)- Because mainstream America is no longer committed to biblical 
truth, our society is unraveling before our eyes. From our embrace of sexual immorality to socialistic 
policies, the ripple effect is spreading. World-renowned pastor, Dr. Michael Youssef, author of Hope for 
This Present Crisis, urges pastors to return to an orthodox, biblical Christianity. He explains that a 
watered-down gospel preached from fear-filled pulpits leads to parishioners willing to conform to a sin-
stained world.



Focus on the Family

3/17/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Holding on to Hope During Separation (Part 2)- Best-selling author Dr. Gary Chapman offers struggling 
couples guidance and hope for healing their marriage in a discussion based on his book One More Try: 
What to Do When Your Marriage is Falling Apart.

Family Talk

3/18/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Hope for This Present Crisis (Part 2)- Because mainstream America is no longer committed to biblical 
truth, our society is unraveling before our eyes. From our embrace of sexual immorality to socialistic 
policies, the ripple effect is spreading. World-renowned pastor, Dr. Michael Youssef, author of Hope for 
This Present Crisis, urges pastors to return to an orthodox, biblical Christianity. He explains that a 
watered-down gospel preached from fear-filled pulpits leads to parishioners willing to conform to a sin-
stained world.

Focus on the Family

3/18/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Guiding Your Teen Into Adulthood (Part 1)- Dr. Kenneth Wilgus, Jessica Pfeiffer, and Ashley Parrish, who 
together host a podcast about parenting teens, offer practical guidance for preparing teen children for 
adulthood. Our panel addresses topics including “planned emancipation,” appropriate boundaries, 
control vs. influence, teen entitlement, and much more.

Family Talk

3/19/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Helping Our Girls Defeat Fear and Anxiety- Patti Garibay, founder of American Heritage Girls (AHG), a 
Christian scout-type leadership development program, urges parents to prioritize their daughters' faith 
formation ahead of academics or athletics.

Focus on the Family

3/19/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Guiding Your Teen Into Adulthood (Part 2)- Dr. Kenneth Wilgus, Jessica Pfeiffer, and Ashley Parrish, who 
together host a podcast about parenting teens, offer practical guidance for preparing teen children for 
adulthood. Our panel addresses topics including “planned emancipation,” appropriate boundaries, 
control vs. influence, teen entitlement, and much more.



Family Talk

3/22/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

My Wynter Season (Part 1)- Are you grieving the loss of a loved one and wondering if anything will ever 
be safe or certain again? Pastor Jonathan Pitts, whose wife, Wynter, died unexpectedly in 2018, shares 
his darkest days of grief with breathtaking vulnerability. He and his four daughters found strength and 
hope in the Lord, comfort in their church community, and courage in each other to carry on.

Focus on the Family

3/22/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Survival Tips for New Dads- Aaron Sharp offers first-time dads encouragement and practical advice in a 
discussion based on his book You Got This, Dad: The Expectant Father’s Guide to Surviving Pregnancy. 
Topics include dealing with stress, overcoming insecurity, and keeping your marriage strong through this 
major life transition.

Family Talk

3/23/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

My Wynter Season (Part 2)- Are you grieving the loss of a loved one and wondering if anything will ever 
be safe or certain again? Pastor Jonathan Pitts, whose wife, Wynter, died unexpectedly in 2018, shares 
his darkest days of grief with breathtaking vulnerability. He and his four daughters found strength and 
hope in the Lord, comfort in their church community, and courage in each other to carry on.

Focus on the Family

3/23/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

The Journey Back to My True Identity (Part 1)- Offering hope to those struggling with their sexual 
identity, Walt Heyer and Kathy Grace Duncan discuss their transgender journeys, during which they lived 
a period of their lives as the opposite gender until God’s restorative power enabled them to transition 
back to their biological sex.

Family Talk

3/24/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Use and Abuse of Power (Part 1)- The late Chuck Colson, former Special Counsel to President 
Richard Nixon, knew firsthand what it meant to have a problem with abusing power. But after he was 
sent to prison, he was no longer enamored by "earthly kings." Colson's life was radically transformed by 
"the power of the King of Kings living in us and the eternal values of God, which are so transcendent."



Focus on the Family

3/24/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

The Journey Back to My True Identity (Part 1)- Offering hope to those struggling with their sexual 
identity, Walt Heyer and Kathy Grace Duncan discuss their transgender journeys, during which they lived 
a period of their lives as the opposite gender until God’s restorative power enabled them to transition 
back to their biological sex.

Family Talk

3/25/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Use and Abuse of Power (Part 2)- The late Chuck Colson, former Special Counsel to President 
Richard Nixon, knew firsthand what it meant to have a problem with abusing power. But after he was 
sent to prison, he was no longer enamored by "earthly kings." Colson's life was radically transformed by 
"the power of the King of Kings living in us and the eternal values of God, which are so transcendent."

Focus on the Family

3/25/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Embracing Your Role as a Spouse- Pastor Kevin Thompson explores three primary roles in marriage – 
friend, partner, and lover – and explains how spouses can live out those roles optimally by investing in 
their relationship mentally, emotionally, and physically.

Family Talk

3/26/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

The Use and Abuse of Power (Part 3)- The late Chuck Colson, former Special Counsel to President 
Richard Nixon, knew firsthand what it meant to have a problem with abusing power. But after he was 
sent to prison, he was no longer enamored by "earthly kings." Colson's life was radically transformed by 
"the power of the King of Kings living in us and the eternal values of God, which are so transcendent."

Focus on the Family

3/26/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Living Out Your Faith in Today’s Culture- Television producers Mark Burnett and his wife, Roma 
Downey, discuss their desire and efforts to create high quality, biblically-themed movies and TV shows 
that promote faith-based values and the message of God’s love. The couple highlights their new film 
Resurrection, a dramatic retelling of Jesus Christ’s crucifixion and rise from the dead.



Family Talk

3/29/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Luis Palau Tribute: A Biblical Look at the Family (Part 1)- The late evangelist Luis Palau, who has been 
called "the Billy Graham of Latin America," went to be with the Lord on March 11 of this year. On today's 
broadcast, Dr. James Dobson opens with a special tribute to the life work and impact of Dr. Palau, and 
then plays a classic interview they had previously recorded together

Focus on the Family

3/29/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Filling Your Marriage With Joy- In a discussion based on their book The 4 Habits of Joy-Filled Marriages, 
Dr. Marcus Warner and Pastor Chris Coursey offer practical guidance for how a husband and wife can 
work together to experience greater joy in their relationship.

Family Talk

3/30/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Luis Palau Tribute: A Biblical Look at the Family (Part 2)- The late evangelist Luis Palau, who has been 
called "the Billy Graham of Latin America," went to be with the Lord on March 11 of this year. On today's 
broadcast, Dr. James Dobson opens with a special tribute to the life work and impact of Dr. Palau, and 
then plays a classic interview they had previously recorded together

Focus on the Family

3/30/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Finding Hope and Joy While Single Parenting- Linda Ranson Jacobs, who specializes in ministry to single 
parent families, offers encouragement, hope, and practical guidance to single moms and dads so that 
they and their children can thrive.

Family Talk

3/31/21 4:30 AM 30 MIN

Mysteries of the Messiah (Part 1)- Rabbi Jason Sobel, author of Mysteries of the Messiah: Unveiling 
Divine Connections from Genesis to Today, invites believers to stop settling for just half of our spiritual 
inheritance, because everything in the Old Testament ultimately points to Jesus.



Focus on the Family

3/31/21 8:00 PM 30 MIN

Keeping Hope and Faith During Childhood Cancer- Turner and Tara Simkins share their story of their 
young son’s four-year battle with leukemia (which he survived) and how their faith was strengthened as 
they depended on God to sustain them through that harrowing experience. Our guests offer hope and 
encouragement for those faced with dire circumstances.


